We are interested in developing an automatic emphasis correction system, which converts any unemphasized word in an utterance into emphasized. Analyzing how prosody changes from unaccented to accented is crucial for the task. While previous works on prosody reconstruction only model the prosody contour itself instead of the increment, we propose a framework to study the prosody increment induced by pitch accents from real speech in a statistically rigorous manner. This framework also infers the degree of emphasis of each word to account for the additional prosody variations due to metalinguistic factors. According to the analysis results, this framework provides a lot of useful insights into the prosody increment, which are consistent with many existing studies on pitch accent and emphasis.
Introduction
Large amounts of voiceover and narration content are regularly recorded for applications such as podcasts, demo videos, lecture videos, and audio stories. Most people do not have professional voice acting skills, so such content typically does not sound as good as professional voiceovers when recorded by amateurs. Emphasis is one of the important aspects of good voiceover performance. Our problem, therefore, is to develop an algorithm that automatically emphasizes a word that was not emphasized by manipulating the prosody with signal processing techniques. To do this, we need a model that describes how prosody changes from an unemphasized word to an emphasized word.
There have been a lot of studies on prosody behaviors in emphasized words, which conclude that three prosody components are important cues for emphasis [1] : F0, duration, and spectral balance.
F0 has been considered as one of the most important cues of emphasis. The concept of pitch accent [2] , which is defined primarily by the shape pitch contour, is the acoustic phenomenon through which an emphasis is expressed. According to [3] , a pitch accent is characterized by either a high or a low pitch excursion in pitch contour. The ToBI system [2] , further classifies it into different types. Many pitch contour models [4, 5, 3] specifically model this behavior..
Duration in an emphasized word usually gets elongated. According to [6, 7] , the elongation is typically 10%-20%. Subjective analyses [8] reveal that duration is a significant cue to perceive a phrasal prominence. As for the internal structure, evidence [9] show that the stress syllable tends to vary most in duration under different prosodic contexts.
Spectral balanced is perceived roughly as loudness, which is proven to be another important cue for emphasis [10] . To produce an emphasized word, a speaker would generally increase the glottal effort. Acoustically, this corresponds to 1) a higher amplitude overall; and 2) a flattening of the speech spectrum, i.e. a higher magnitude in higher frequency [11, 12] . Subjective evaluation shows that the latter phenomenon is a more important cue for perceiving vocal effort, and therefore emphasis.
Existing speech synthesis systems, e.g. [13, 14, 15] , directly models prosody behaviors at emphasis. However, they only model the prosody contours themselves instead of the increment from unemphasized to emphasized. Some other works compare prosody with and without emphasis, e.g. [16] , but they are based primarily on lab-recorded speech of very constrained utterances. In this paper, we propose a framework to study prosody increments induced by pitch accents, the acoustic correlate of emphasis, in a statistically rigorous manner. In addition, the proposed framework infers the degree of emphasis of each word to account for the additional prosody variations due to metalinguistic factors.
The Analysis Methodology

The Difference Model
The basic idea of our approach is to have two regression models, one for the words/phones with emphasis and one without, and then compute the difference between the two models.
Formally, define the two regression models as
where the superscript (p) denotes the prosody components (f for F0, d for duration and s for spectral balance). Subscript e denotes the emphasis model and u denotes the unemphasis model. Y is a matrix of independent variables of prosody, which will be defined soon. Each row is an observation, and each column is a prosody parameter. Each observation can be a phone or a word, depending on prosody component, which will be specified later. X is a matrix of explanatory variables, which depict the phonetic, lexical and contextual information of the target word/phone. Each row is an observation, and each column is an explanatory variable. B is the matrix of regression coefficients, whose element (i, j) denotes the coefficient of the j-th prosody parameter on the i-th explanatory variable. Finally, U is a matrix of error terms. In addition to the common assumptions made by ordinary least square approach [20] , we also assume that the corresponding columns in U are from unaccented words/syllables. With the two models with identical structure, we can define the difference model:
Combining equations (1) and (2), for any row vectors
where ∇ log y (p) can be interpreted as under the phonetic, lexical and contextual setting specified by x (p) , the percentage increase in the prosodic parameters y (p) if an emphasis is to be placed. This is because when ∇ log y (p) 1, the logarithm difference approximates the percentage increment. Therefore, each element in B can be interpreted as the expected additional prosody increment if the corresponding explanatory variable increases by 1 unit.
The F0 Model
In the F0 model, the observation unit is a word. The F0 parameters are motivated by the TILT model [3] , which proposes that the accented pitch contours can be divided into two classes -the peak accents and the through accents. In this paper, we are primarily interested in the peak accent. Therefore, we introduce three F0 parameters to depict the emphasis F0 contour, i.e. Y (f ) :
• Peak level -the max F0 (in hertz) in or within 20ms around the stressed vowel; • Start level -the first F0 value of the accented word; • End level -the last F0 value of the accented word;
The explanatory variables of the F0 model, X (f ) , include:
• Break Context:
Preceding break level -the break level right before the word; Proceeding break level -the break level right after the word; • Lexical Structure:
Length before stress -# phones before the stressed vowel; Length after stress -# phones after the stressed vowel; • Major Break Context:
Preceding major break -distance to the previous level 4 break (in number of phones); Proceeding major break -distance to the next level 4 break (in number of phones); • Vowel Identities in the Stressed Vowel:
Is stress back -1 if and only if (iff) the stress vowel is back and 0 otherwise; Is stress low -1 iff the stress vowel is low; Is stress tense -1 iff the stress vowel is tense; Is stress reduced -1 iff the stress vowel is back; • Vowel Identities in the Final Vowel:
Is final back, Is final low, Is final tense, Is final reduceddefined similarly as above on the final vowel; • F0 Context:
Preceding F0 -average F0 within 500ms preceding the word; Proceeding F0 -average F0 within 500ms proceeding the word;
• Pitch Accent: Is H* -1 iff the pitch accent is H*; Is L+H* -1 iff the pitch accent is L+H*; Is L*+H -1 iff the pitch accent is L*+H; • Accent Context:
Is preceding accent -1 iff the preceding word is accented; Is proceeding accent -1 iff the proceeding word is accented.
Note that in the unemphasis model, where there is no pitch accent type, all the pitch accent variables are set to zero.
The Duration Model
Unlike in the F0 model, the observation unit in the duration model is each vowel in a word.
The duration parameter, Y (d) is simply the duration of each vowel in seconds. The explanatory variables, X (d) , include:
• Break Context: same as in the F0 model; • Lexical Structure:
Is stress -1 iff the vowel is the stress vowel of the word; Is first -1 iff the vowel is the first vowel of the word; Is last -1 iff the vowel is the last vowel of the word; • Major Break Context: same as in the F0 model; • Current Vowel Identity:
Is back, Is low, Is tense, Is reduced -defined similarly as the vowel identities in the F0 model on the current vowel; • Preceding Phone Identity:
Is preceding back, Is preceding low, Is preceding tense, Is preceding reduced -defined similarly as above on the preceding phone; Is preceding vowel -1 iff the preceding phone is a vowel; Is preceding stop -1 iff the preceding phone is stop; Is preceding nasal -1 iff the preceding phone is nasal; Is preceding glide -1 iff the preceding phone is glide; Is preceding fricative -1 iff the preceding phone is fricative; Is preceding affricate -1 iff the preceding phone is affricate; Is preceding liquid -1 iff the preceding phone is liquid; • Proceeding Phone Identity: defined similarly as above on the proceeding phone; • Duration Context:
Preceding duration -average phone duration within 1s preceding the word; Proceeding duration -average phone duration within 1s proceeding the word; • Accent Context: same as in the F0 model.
The Spectral Balance Model
Similar to the duration model, the observation unit in the spectral balance model is also a vowel in a word.
The parameters in spectral balance model are motivated by the spectral flattening effect observed in existing studies on emphasis and vocal efforts [10] , as mentioned in section 1. To capture this effect, our proposed model divides the 16kHz speech into 5 bands: 0-500Hz, 500-1kHz, 1k-2kHz, 2k-4kHz, 4kHz-8kHz, similar to the division in [10] . The 5 parameters of the spectral balance model, Y (s) , are then defined as the averaged energy in these 5 bands (in linear scale).
The explanatory variables, X (s) , are almost the same as in the duration model, except that the duration context is replaced with the spectral balance context, which consists of 10 variables representing the average energy in the 5 frequency bands within 1s preceding and proceeding the word.
The Degree of Emphasis
Previous studies [18, 19] agrees that emphasis varies in level or degree. We would like to estimate how the degree of emphasis would affect the prosody increment. However, ToBI avoids annotating the degree of emphasis, considering this to be a metalinguistic variable [2] . Therefore we should simultaneously infer the degree of emphasis for each observation, and estimate the regression coefficients of the prosody parameters.
Formally, to incorporate the degree of emphasis, the error term U (p) e in equation (1) is further decomposed as
where d (p) is a column vector, and each element represents the degree of emphasis of the corresponding observation. β is the remaining error terms. We assume that the degree of emphasis of (different vowels of) the same word is the same across all prosody components.
Least Square Estimation
This section briefly introduces the estimation of B 
where · F is the Frobenius norm. The solution to this problem is given by settingd (p) and β (p) e to the left and right singular vectors corresponding to the largest singular value of the residual matrix.
Results and Discussions
Configurations
The analyses are performed on the Boston University Radio Speech Corpus [17] . The model is trained on the lab data, professional radio portion of the corpus across all the 7 speakers.
We apply the normal distribution to test the statistical significance of each regression coefficient. Coefficients with significance level above 90% are shown in bold; those above 95% are shown in bold and underlined. No significance test is performed for the coefficients on the degree of emphasis.
The F0 Results
The regression results of the F0 model is shown in table 1. Recall that each coefficient can be interpreted as the additional emphasis increment in F0 if the corresponding variable increases by 1 unit. Particularly, if the variable is an indicator variable (e.g. is H*), the coefficient represents the additional increment if the corresponding statement is true. There are several important observations. First, the most significant factors of the pitch increment is the pitch accent category. Is L*+H is removed and set as the baseline category. H* and L+H* have higher pitch increase, and H* has a slightly lower peak increase and a much higher start increase, which agrees with the canonical definition of these accent types.
Second, the vowel identities have a significant impact on the increment, especially on the ending pitch increase. In particular, a low vowel in the stress syllable corresponds to a higher pitch increase, whereas that in the final syllable suppresses the increase. This may be because a low vowel has a wider opening, and thus is more influential with its target pitch level, which is high if in the stressed syllable, and low in the final.
Third, the preceding and proceeding break level context have different effects. The preceding corresponds to a higher increase overall, while the proceeding corresponds to a higher increase in the lexical stress, but a lower increase in the final syllable. This is because a major break is usually followed by a pitch reset, and preceded by a pitch drop to the base level.
Fourth, the F0 context does NOT have a significant effect. This is not a trivial result: F0 context is significant in both the emphasis and the unemphasis models, but not significant in their difference. This indicates that speakers always produce a similar percentage pitch increase for an emphasis, regardless of how high the surrounding pitch is.
Finally, the degree of emphasis result is shown in the last line of table 1. We can observed that the peak pitch gets the most additional increase. Since the Peak F0 is around the stressed syllable, this observation agrees with the conclusion that pitch accents are realized in lexical stress [2] . Table 2 presents the regression results of the duration model. Is prec. tense, Is prec. reduced and Is proc. affricate are removed and set as the baseline categories. Here are our major findings.
The Duration Results
First, the vowel identities and phonetic context are the most important factors of the duration elongation. The back, high, lax, and reduced vowels correspond to a greater elongation. The high vowels get greater elongation because they are shorter to start with (when there's no pitch accent) and have more room for elongation. The lax vowels get more lengthening probably because they are more elastic than the tense vowels. The proceeding phone, especially the proceeding consonant, has a much greater impact than does the preceding phone. Of all preceding consonants, liquids lead to the greatest lengthening, followed by nasals, probably because they are voiced consonants. Second, in terms of lexical structure, Is stress and Is last are both significant with positive values, but Is first is not. This shows that, unlike F0, duration elongation for pitch accent is realized in both the stress syllable and the final syllable.
Third, the duration increment is positively correlated with the preceding averaged duration. This shows that when the phone rate is low, the percent elongation gets greater. This is different from the F0 case, where the increment is not significantly correlated with the surrounding pitch.
The Spectral Balance Results
The regression results of the spectral balance model are given in table 3. Similar to the duration model, Is prec. tense, Is prec. reduced and Is proc. affricate are removed and set as the baseline categories. To save space and reduce distractions, only the results of the first four frequency bands are displayed.
Our first observation is that there is a significant spectral flattening effect, as can be shown in the intercept terms and the degree of emphasis. In both rows, the coefficients increase as the frequency increases, and the gap between the first band and the second is greater than the other gaps. These results reveal that higher frequency bands are more amplified than lower bands, when there is a pitch accent.
In terms of lexical structure, the stress and final vowels get most amplification, and the first vowels get significantly less. This observation also implies that the lexical stress and final syllable are primary locations to realize a pitch accent.
The phonetic context has significant and consistent effect on the energy increment across frequency bands, especially the preceding phone identity. The baseline of the preceding phone category is tense vowel and reduced vowel. Therefore, preceding consonants lead to a much smaller amplification than preceding vowels. One explanation is that the concatenation of vowels enables glottal effort to gradually rise to a higher level. Finally, as for the break context, we can see that a higher preceeding break level corresponds to a more significant amplification and spectral flattening, whereas a higher proceeding break level corresponds to a smaller amplification. This can be explained by the decaying vocal effort through time. Right after a major prosody break, the speaker usually has more breath to produce greater vocal effort compared to the end of a phrase.
Conclusion and the Future Direction
In this paper, we propose a framework to analyze prosody increment induced by pitch accents in natural speech. The results on the Boston University radio speech corpus reveal that the break context, lexical structure and phonetic information are among the most significant factors on the prosody increments. The framework also infers the degree of emphasis as an important factor. The analysis provides theoretical support of our automatic emphasis system, which will be our future direction.
